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The Shao Shan 4 is a highly modified electric loco produced by the Dalian Zhoushan Locomotive & Rolling Stock Co., Ltd. (Dalian) for use on railbuses in China. The Shao Shan 4 is a DC electric locomotive. (A
and B Unit) The loco has a cab seating for a driver and co-driver. (Maximum 6 Driving Positions) The front end is extended. Bulkhead doors, open and closed. Fuel tanks, internal and external. Reflective
damage. Fully working steam and electric equipment. Working inverters (B unit). Power distribution. Cooling device. Interior Design Cab design. Locomotive fork (C28) Carriage sash (A and B Unit) Sound
Sound of loco cab in movement. Sound of brake system in use. Sound of loco moving along rail track. Sound of loco being pushed by train. Sound of loco having a passenger carriage attached. Working sound
of inverter (B Unit). Working sound of battery. Maintenance Lighting switch. Coffee machine. Radio/TV. Handy box. Crane. Locking system. Chemicals. Refrigerators. Refrigerators. Luggage store. Baling
machine. Various other small tools. Engine Top quality 304 stainless steel. Air-cooled 2 cylinder tandem 4 stroke diesel engine. Top speed 160kmh. Power plant output 400kW. Internal design. Internal cab-
exhaust loco design. Fully functional. It has a fully functional drive system, with an automatic throttle. Electrical equipment DC braking power. DC/DC converter. DC/AC inverter. Gearing. Electric drive-
commutator. Cab control system. Holtz 25VAC 200mA DC/AC converter. Sound Automatic door open/close. Integrated front and back lighting. Heavy steel body. Front glass/lattice structure. Doors and
windows. Roof assembly and roof structure. Running sound of loco. Running sound of passenger carriages. Sound of drive wheels. Sound of drive chain. Sound of shock absorbers. Sound of suspension
springs.

Trainz Simulator DLC: SS4 China Coal Heavy Haul Pack Features Key:

Train Simulator SImulator:
Take your digital railroad right onto the 3D tracks at RailWorks Simulator!
Engage in different traffic situations!
Discover the exciting Freight World!

Rescue & Cargo:
New products and services enabled by the Cargo Station. Earn your bonuses and Rank-ups!
These trucks will help with the stop n' go traffic!
The intense traffic will challenge you even more!

Inter-City Trading:
Earn more credits and more goods by inter-city trading. Trade with the best of the best!

Cross-Border Traffic:
Take the traffic to the next level! Rent international trucks to haul more goods!
Travel the globe by sea and land and cross-country transport!
The action is truly intense!

Mining:
Plant your tracks way into the land that nobody dares to go!
The rugged terrain is one of the best places on the planet!
Earn impressive conditions and pay your tracks lots of cash!

Build Rails:
If you think you can build it, build it out of Steel!
There is plenty of sand and coal in the land!
Let's explore the wild west!
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From the creators of the award winning Trainz Train Simulator series, comes a heavy haul Railway Pack that transports you through the era of the Shao Shan 4 (SS4). This pack contains a single locomotive (A
or B unit) and up to 20 conventional C80 Coal Wagon's (or 6 wagons consisting of 4 wagons). The SS4 was developed for the Datong - Qinhuangdao coal hauling railway. This type of locomotive was a
mainstay of the 'Datong-Qinhuangdao coal heavy haul railway' for over 30 years. Its production began in the mid 1980's, and was most used until the arrival of the Chinese AC electric era. As such, this pack
will recreate one of the most iconic locomotive in China's electrification history. This pack has been carefully crafted to fit the Trainz Simulator platform. No additional programs or modder modifications are
required to play this pack. The pack contains various upgrades, such as, reflective texture effects, standard AC and DC break or DC shunter WDs, floor boards for the locomotive, and other light effects. The
included Chinese driver 'Liew' will replace the in-game default crew and should be used for this pack. The pack also includes a separate graphical image of the C80 wagon which will replace the default version
of the wagon included in the pack. Why should you buy this DLC? This DLC contains one single locomotive (A and B units) and a subset of Coal Wagon's that can be played in different consist lists, spanning 6
different configurations. This pack has been carefully crafted to work seamlessly with existing Trainz Simulator releases, and can be used alongside existing DLCs and players' custom mods in the previous
Trainz series for the following games: Trainz Simulator Trainz World Trainz VR Trainz Future Other previous releases Not supported DLCs/Mods Custom Rail Packs The above DLC and the included Coal
Wagon's can be dropped into any order. Any coal wagons can be added to this game prior to adding the locomotive. This pack will work with any Coal Wagon and with any number of coal wagons. *Technical
Support is available for this DLC. To be clear, this does not include support for third party mods or custom content, but instead only includes technical support for the in-game bonuses included. ^Discounts
are available for bulk orders of this DLC. To be d41b202975
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We are extremely sorry to let you know that due to legal complications we cannot sell you this track. We are looking into the legal issues surrounding the sale and we hope to be able to help you with your
purchase in the near future. Until then you can email me at:arq@usanpcgame.com and I can let you know the other Track Packs we have left for you to buy in our store. Sincerely,
usanpcgametrackz@gmail.com In Stock ProductQty: 15Check out our other products available in our store: In Stock ProductQty: 45Check out our other products available in our store: In Stock ProductQty:
25Check out our other products available in our store: In Stock ProductQty: 25Check out our other products available in our store: ** Reminder - This track is to remain an always on license product and is not
available for sale on our website. Please contact us for details regarding our license. We are extremely sorry to let you know that due to legal complications we cannot sell you this track. We are looking into
the legal issues surrounding the sale and we hope to be able to help you with your purchase in the near future. Until then you can email me at:arq@usanpcgame.com and I can let you know the other Track
Packs we have left for you to buy in our store. Sincerely, usanpcgametrackz@gmail.com In Stock ProductQty: 15Check out our other products available in our store: In Stock ProductQty: 45Check out our other
products available in our store: In Stock ProductQty: 25Check out our other products available in our store: ** Reminder - This track is to remain an always on license product and is not available for sale on
our website. Please contact us for details regarding our license. A nicely detailed & well played track with some unexpected and somewhat unusual sounds as well as a variety of wagons from a coal mine (big,
small, portables and dump trucks) and even a small police transport carrying prisoners. You will find yourself picking up objects from the tracks to inspect and learn something new about the history of coal
mining and this scale of transport as well as the progress of modernisation in China. Train

What's new in Trainz Simulator DLC: SS4 China Coal Heavy Haul Pack:

Free Download Game Trainz Simulator DLC: SS4 China Coal Heavy Haul Steam Game Whenever, your quest is to play the role of an operator of road haulage vehicle at the railway depot town. The game plays very interesting, since it
lets you to follow a virtual reality during the off-duty assignments, such as operation for the freight haulage team, supply train switching for cross mode, dispatch train from construction area to transportation area, as well as,
driver train round trip around the depot town. And from the we start, let’s have some more details of the game, so that the readers could clearly know the things of this game and see it in background of their decision to play this
title. Trainz Simulator DLC: SS4 China Coal Heavy Haul Singleton Steam Game If you’d like to undertake transport assignment by railway with lots of workload, then this game is the best to opt for. It is the virtual reality of the
software loaded on Google Cardboard that plays the role of the main operator operating the heavy haulage vehicle on the railway. For accomplishing the tasks, you will be required to avoid a roadster that is arriving at the depot
town every hour. You can even enjoy the off-duty with fellow colleagues of you operating in the real railway with a virtual reality. Nevertheless, let’s have a better look of the Trainz Simulator 2018-74: SS4 China Coal Heavy Haul.
Trainz Simulator DLC: SS4 China Coal Heavy Haul Steam Game Steam – A store dealing video games at a cost of $10 billion dollars each year. As it said before, the dealer of the video games associated with Trainz Simulator DLC: SS4
China Coal Heavy Haul are compared with Xbox Live and PlayStation Store. It plays a great role of brand awareness and is one of the best channels to grab more attention from the players in the gaming sector. Trainz Simulator DLC:
SS4 China Coal Heavy Haul Streaming Good thing is that all the games are loaded on the Google Play & Apple App Store – their developers will release the updates over time. So, it will be easy for the players to download all their
mods and fun tweaks from the related store. Plus, all the gamers are provided with a refund policy, so that the players can try out the game and test their betting quotient. It is one of the major gaming portals that will make sure
that every gamer is provided with all its 
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  How do I play an European game on my American PC?:
This game is region free. You can play it anywhere for any system.
What minimum specifications are needed?:

Minimum specs are 1668 MB RAM and a processor speed of at least 2 Ghz.
  How do I install it on my controller?:

Make sure that the controller is set to xbox compatible mode. Having a conroller + windows machine would require the following:
PC & XBOX 360 Controller - Connecting Modes
USB to USB Cable - Setting Up the Controller
USB conroller - installing the game on the controller

System Requirements For Trainz Simulator DLC: SS4 China Coal Heavy Haul Pack:

1. AMD 7900GS or better, or NVIDIA GTX580 or better for the full featured game and required for the 3D graphics. 2. 3.6 GHz CPU, at least 3 GB RAM, VGA+DirectX10.0 or better. 3.
40 GB available hard disk space. 4. Sound card that supports 7.1 channel output. 5. Power Supply: 250W or higher. 6. Other Requirements: 7. Windows 7 or higher.
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